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Network coding

Mathematically, a network consist of topology, graphs and
matrices and functionality which concerns navigation. An
automorphism is a permutation of the vertices of the network
graph (V (G ),E (G )), which preserves adjacency. Source si

emits ai which is an element of some finite field Fq from each
input edge and then forwards a linear combination of its
inputs to each output edge.

We pass from network topology to vector network coding
thinking of the vertex set V (G ) = {s1, . . . , sn} as an alphabet
on n letters in a finite field Fq representing the source of
information.
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AG codes

Let Fq be a finite field of q elements, where q is a power of a
prime. The encoding of an information word into a
k−dimensional subspace is usually known as coding for errors
and erasures in random network coding. Namely, let V be an
N−dimensional vector space over Fq, a code for an operator
channel with ambient space V is simply a nonempty collection
of subspaces of V . The collection of subspaces is a code for
error correcting errors that happen to data sent through an
operator channel. The matrix coding the information is
parametrized by random variables a1, a2, . . . , an which
constitute the letters of an alphabet.
We consider as an alphabet a set P = {P1, . . . ,PN} of N−
Fq rational points lying on a smooth projective curve C
defined over the field Fq.
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AG-codes

Definition AGC codes are constructed by evaluation of the
global sections of a line bundle or a vector bundle on the
curve C . Namely, let F |Fq be the function field of the curve
and D a divisor of F |Fq such that Supp G∩ SuppD = ∅, then
the geometric Goppa code associated with the divisors D and
G is defined by

C (D,G ) = {(x(P1), . . . , x(Pn))| x ∈ L(G )} ⊆ Fqn .

It’s as an Fq subspace of (Fq)n and its dimension k as an Fq

vector space is the dimension of the code G (n, k).
Geometrically, it corresponds to a point in the Grassmannian
Gn,k(Fq). Observe that for the same subset of evaluation
points and any k ′ ≤ k , we have G (n, k ′) ⊆ G (n, k) ⊆ Fn

q.
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AG CODES

Definition The Goppa code is defined by evaluating the
quotient rational function ϕ = f

g over the support of the
divisor D. More precisely, to each non constant rational
function ϕ over C , one can associate a matrix A with entries
in the ring Fq[X ].

One of the main problems in coding theory concerns the size
of the alphabet P, thus one of the aims is to obtain non
trivial lower bounds of the number N(Fi ) of rational places of
towers of function fields {Fi/Fq}∞i=1 such that Fi ⊂ Fi+1.
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AG CODES

Recall that Fqn |Fq is a cyclic Galois extension and by the
Theorem of the primitive element is finitely generated by
unique element α ∈ Fq. In particular, each element in Fqn can
be written as a quotient of two polynomials in α with
coefficients in Fq.

Let us call f0 := f (α) and call f1 the divisor polynomial g(α),
and f2 the remainder polynomial, then by repeat use of the
Euclid’s algorithm, we construct a sequence of polynomials
f0, f1, . . . , fk and quotients q1, . . . , qk , k ≤ n. Then the
quotient matrix A is defined to be the diagonal matrix with
entries q1, . . . , qk , corresponding to the continued fraction
expansion of the rational function ϕ. These matrices are in
correspondence with endomorphisms of T : R → R, of
Fq[x ]−modules, where R = Fq(α).
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Lemma. The set of codeword positions fi coming from the
decomposition of the rational function ϕ into partial fractions
fi ∈ Fq[x ], k ≤ i ≤ n constitute a set of generators of the
Goppa code.

Let C be the Goppa code associated with a rational function
ϕ defined over a smooth projective curve C . A typical
codeword is an element of the form

∑k
j=1 aji fi ≡ modϕ(x),

where fi are the functions obtained from the decomposition of
ϕ into partial simple fractions. When the rational function ϕ
admits a decomposition into linear simple fractions, the
corresponding codes are known as Reed-Muller codes or cyclic
codes. The set of codeword positions is identified with the set
of linear fractions { 1

x−1 ,
1

x−α , . . . ,
1

x−α2 . . . ,
1
x }, where α is a

generator of Fqn , as an Fq−vector space.
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Reed-Muller codes

Let l be the maximum integer number such that the codeword
position al 6= 0. In several cases, it is possible to count the
number of codewords of the Goppa code, by a simple count of
the number of normalized polynomials of degree l irreducible
over Fqn .

In the case of binary codes, where q = 2, S. Bezzateev and N.
Shekhunova have obtained that the number of irreducible
normalized polynomials I2m(l) of degree l over F2m satisfy the
following equation:

I2m(l) =
1

l

∑
d/l

µ(d)2m l
d , (1)

where µ(d) is the Möebius function:
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Reed-Muller codes

µ(d) =


1 if d = 1;

(−1)r if d is a product of r different prime numbers;

0 in all other cases.

The number of unitary separable polynomials of degree d > 1 with
coefficients in the field F2m is M l

2m = 2ml − 2m(l−1).
Definition. The lenght of a codeword (a1, . . . , an) in (Fq)n is
n = n1 + n2 + . . .+ nk , where ni is the number of positions of the
vector a with weight vi corresponding to the exponent of the
corresponding fraction fi = 1

x−αi in the partial fraction
decomposition of the rational function ϕ associated to the Goppa
code.
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Reed-Muller codes

Theorem. The number of polynomials decomposable into
linear factors over a finite field Fqn of arbitrary characteristic a
prime number p, is equal to

∑n
k=1(q)k , where (q)k is the

falling factorial polynomial
q · (q − 1) . . . (q − (k − 1)) =

∑n
k=0 s(n, k) qk , where s(n, k)

is the Stirling number of the first kind divided by the order of
the affine transformation group of the affine line A1 = P1\∞,
that is q2 − q.

Proof. We need to count all the polynomials fn(x) in one
variable of degree n fixed. We assume that our polynomial
fn(x) decomposes into linear factors, otherwise we work over
Fq[x ], where Fq denotes the algebraic closure of the finite
field Fq. The number of monic polynomials with n − 1
different roots is q(q − 1)(q − 2) . . . (q − n + 1) := (q − 2)n.
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t−designs and the representation theory of GL(n, Fq)

A simple t−design over a finite field or, more precisely, a
t − (n, k, λ; q) design is a set B of k−subspaces of an
n−dimensional vector space V over the finite field Fq such
that each t−subspace of V is contained in exactly λ blocks of
B. Recently, designs over finite fields gained a lot of attention
because of its applications for error-correcting in networks.

If V is the finite field Fn
q, then the set points are the vectors

and the Block set B of k subspaces K ⊆ Fn
q are the points in

the Grassmannian Gq(n, k). A permutation matrix
σ ∈ GL(n, q) acts on the Grassmannian by multiplication on
the right of the corresponding representation matrix. In
particular σ is an automorphism of the design D = (V ,B) if
and only if σ leaves the Grassmannian invariant, that is
Bσ = B.
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t−designs and the representation theory of GL(n, Fq)

Definition Let α ∈ Fqn be a generator of the underlying
vector space over Fq, then we say that an r−dimensional W
subspace is α−splitting if αiW = W is invariant under the
action of any element αi in the Galois group of the extension
Fq ↪→ Fq(α).

Proposition Let λ be the number of α−splitting subspaces of
Fn

q, then the design whose blocks are the α−splitting
subspaces is a t − (n, r , λ; q) design.

Corollary If Fqn = Fq(α), any Galois conjugate β of α
generates Fqn and the corresponding t−designs are
isomorphic.
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t−designs with prescribed group

We want to understand which subspaces are invariant by the
action of elements of the general linear group GL(n,Fq) or
finite subgroups of GL(n,Fq). In this way, one can construct
designs with prescribed groups where the blocks are the orbits
by the action, and thus to generalize to other Galois
extensions not necessarily cyclic.

The general linear group GL(n,Fq) acts on the Grassmannian
G(k, n)(Fq) by multiplication on the right:

Gk,n(Fq)× GL(n,Fq)→ Gk,n(Fq) (2)

(U ,A)→ UA, (3)

for a representation matrix U ∈ Fqk×n .
Then cyclic codes correspond to orbits in Gk,n(Fq) defined by
a cyclic subgroup Zp for some prime number p.
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t−designs with prescribed group

Coding vectors for networks with n sources live in
PG (n − 1, q).

In PG (n − 1, q) a k−arc is a set of k points any n of which
from a basis for Fn

q.

When q = 2, finite subgroups of PGL(2, q) have been
classified. They are isomorphic either to the dihedral group Dn

of order 2n (n ≥ 2), the alternating group A4, the alternating
group A5, or the symmetric group S4. The corresponding
invariant subgrassmannianas in Gk,n(Fm

2 ) define t−designs.

Observe that the dihedral group Dm is generated by two
elements, a rotation τ and a reflection σ, then the
corresponding invariant subgrassmanniana in Gk,n(Fm

2 ) define
a 2-design.
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